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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Dear reader,

W

elcome to May’s edition of the Chronicle. In this month’s
edition of the Chronicle we will explore KFOR’s Liaison
and Monitoring Teams (LMT) also known as “Eyes and Ears of
KFOR”. The story of the month explores the history, background
and the implementation of Liaison and Monitoring Teams in
KFOR. From the Field we get perspectives and insights from
each of the nine Nations who currently provide the Liaison
and Monitoring Teams in KFOR.
The JMED CHIEF MEDAD KFOR OF-4 Dr. Damir MILINOVIC,
provides an article on the inaugural KFOR Medical Conference
which was held on 20 May 2022 in CFC. The conference was a
Comdt James Dunlea, Chief
gathering of all medical contingences present in KFOR as well
Internal Information, PAO.
as leadership from Naples.
As always in Snapshots, we bring you a news roundup of
what’s been happening in the mission area and any significant
events that have taken place throughout the month.
In this month’s Retrospect and Continuity piece OF-3 Comdt Shane COURTNEY (J4 Branch
KFOR HQ) reflects on his previous service in Kosovo in 2009 as part of an Irish Liaison and
Monitoring Team.
OR-6 Sgt Alexandra M.V ANDRIST (Deputy PIO SWISSCOY 46) conducts an interview with OR-2
Pte Lynn BRANDLI, Team member of Swiss LMT K 23.
Finally in the Command Sergeant Major Corner, CSM Tamas ZSIROS discusses the important
contributions that are made by the Command Senior Enlisted CORPS and how they are a key
component of success in KFOR.
As this is my first edition of the KFOR Chronicle, and I would like to acknowledge the dedication
and work of my predecessor. I look forward to working with the PAO Team for the next six
months to bring you the best in KFOR news and events.
We really hope you enjoy reading this month’s edition of the Chronicle.

Sincerely
Your KFOR HQ PAO Team.
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STORY OF THE MONTH

Liaison and Mo
“The Eyes and

L

iaison and monitoring Teams were first established
as concept in KFOR in 2003, and were initially called
KOSOVO Liaison Teams. The March riots of 2004 which
took both KFOR and the international community by
surprise were the catalyst for the implementation
of LMT concept in KOSOVO. It became apparent
that there was a need to have an additional tool
which could “feel the pulse of KOSOVO” and provide
timely warning of any significant deterioration in
the situation. By May 2005, Liaison and Monitoring
Teams were deployed KOSOVO wide, with the first
LMT house established in 2006. As the operational
environment in KOSOVO has changed over the
years so too has the composition and structure of
KFOR. Today an integral part of KFOR’s footprint
is the presence and work of the NATO-led Kosovo
Force Liaison and Monitoring Team which contribute
greatly to the KFOR mission of maintaining a safe and
secure environment and freedom of movement for
all. Today there are twenty nine LMTs are distributed
throughout the area of operations, with some of them
living in field-houses located in cities and villages,
in order to maintain a direct and close connection
with the local population and the institutions. Within
KFOR Regional Command West, there are a total of
twelve Liaison and Monitoring Teams from nine
nations, Austria, Italy, Poland, Slovenia, Switzerland
and Turkey. In KFOR Regional Command East, there
are seventeen Liaison and Monitoring Teams from

seven nations provided by Greece, Hungary, Italy,
Slovenia, Switzerland, Turkey and the United States
of America.
Liaison and Monitoring are one of the key enablers
of the mission, they carry out their work through
creating and maintaining trusted links between
KFOR and local authorities, community leaders and
international organisations at the municipality level.
Liaison and Monitoring Teams are primarily tasked
with providing continuous situational awareness.
They achieve this through daily contact with the
local population and community leaders at all levels.
All LMT operate field offices within their designated
are as municipalities where members of the local
population can call to meet them in filed houses
embedded within their local communities. LMTs
meet with key leaders across the community and
travel to institutions, schools, businesses, and meet
with ordinary people regularly to observe reality on
the ground and listen to their needs and concerns,
thus liaising KFOR with the complex fabric of Kosovo.
In the various LMT there is a wide diversity of
backgrounds and experience. However, this is a
positive factor which only serves to enhance the
effectiveness of the LMTs as this richness of diversity
among the team’s replicates the communities in which
they work. Many of the LMT have members are vastly
4

onitoring Teams –
d Ears of KFOR”

experienced and have served as members of LMT’s on
numerous occasions. All LMTs receive specific training
about cultural awareness, and often include at least
one female member, to facilitate more open dialogue
with the female population in the communities.
Another very important aspect of the LMT’s work is
assisting with CIMIC projects implemented by KFOR
and its contributing nations. One of the key focus
areas is providing support to schools throughout
Kosovo. LMTs have built up an excellent relation with
schools throughout Kosovo through the delivery of
the youth magazine 4YOU which is printed by KFOR.
As a result of this close relationships LMT’s are able
to engage with school principals and teachers and
regularly compile reports highlighting areas for
improvement. Their reports constitute the basis for
implementing the refurbishment of school premises
or the simple provision of equipment ranging from
computers to sports goods. Education is just one
example, as everyday LMTs monitor all aspects of life
that may impact on the the social, cultural, ethnic and
historical spheres, thus impacting on security.

those units that essential for defining and updating
economic, social and political situational awareness
in the different municipalities in Kosovo. They,
through monitoring and liaison activities with
international organizations, institutions and with the
local population, guarantee, with impartiality, the
credibility of KFOR among all the ethnic communities
present in Kosovo. During my visits, which I conduct
weekly, I receive from the team members updated
operational information that is necessary for the
understanding and evaluation of the Operational
Environment in which KFOR operates and it is at the
base of the decision-making process of the KFOR
Commander and for the HQ planning staff. I believe
that each LMTs carries out its tasks with professionalism
and dedication in each Area of Responsibility;

in
fact, I have always been able to see how the local
population shows admiration and gratitude towards
the soldiers of KFOR. This demonstrates how they
contribute daily to maintaining a safe and secure
environment by listening to local population needs
and therefore can propose solutions that benefit of
all municipalities in Kosovo.”

DCOM KFOR, General PIPERNI recently conducted
a number of visits to LMTs throughout Kosovo and
encapsulated the importance of the work of the
LMT’s and the contribution that they make to the
overall success of KFOR’s mission.
‘The Liaison Monitoring Teams (LMTs) are precisely

James DUNLEA
OF-3 IRL
Chief Internal Information
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FROM THE FIELD

Liaison Monitoring Teams: Specialized teams
provide Kosovo populace link to KFOR mission

N

ATO’s mission in Kosovo plays a unique role in
the stability of the region. Not only does Kosovo
Force provide a safe and secure environment and
freedom of movement for all, but they also monitor
events within communities while obtaining a better
understanding of the population’s issues through
specialized teams.
These teams, called Liaison Monitoring Teams, or LMT
for short, operate almost daily within the communities
they serve in order to provide KFOR senior leaders
an understanding of how the people of Kosovo are
doing while putting a face to the mission.
“The mission of the LMTs in Kosovo is to go out into the
community and feel the pulse, gather atmospherics,
see how the people are doing, in order to provide early
warning of indicators to threats of a safe and secure
environment and freedom of movement,” said U.S.
Army Maj. Ryan HUBBS, KFOR’s Regional Command
East Non-Kinetic Effects Battalion chief of staff.
In RC-East, there are multiple LMTs from seven partner
nations focusing on three main areas of responsibility,
AOR North, AOR Central, and AOR South. Each LMT is
broken down into three sub teams, an Alpha, Bravo,
and Charlie teams, typically consisting of three
service members. “Those sub teams are normally led
by a staff sergeant or sergeant who will go out into
the community and make those relationships with
various leaders and locals,” HUBBS said. “We focus on
all of Kosovo because within different pockets, you’re
going to have different problems or different issues
that could arise.”
While interacting with the community, LMTs
will engage in what’s known as soldier-level
engagements, where they meet with local leaders,

school officials, religious leaders, business owners,
and others to develop relationships and build a
better understanding of the issues facing those
communities.
“The LMTs are the first people that each of the citizens
meet,” HUBBS said. “They are the face of Kosovo, if
you will. And they are also the eyes and ears of
Kosovo for KFOR Commander and the KFOR RC-East
Commander.”
Most LMT members are service members with
multiple varying specialties, including infantry,
armor, medical, communications, and others. Though
they’ve all come together to conduct a mission as
unique as the areas in which they operate.
“To become an LMT, we’re looking for a specific type
of person; somebody who is outgoing, somebody
who is very easy to talk to who has the gift of gab
and can facilitate conversations easily and naturally,”
HUBBS said. “It’s not a specific rank. It’s not a specific
(military specialty.) It’s a personality type. Somebody
who you want to be the face of an organization.”
For those serving as LMTs, their experiences
interacting with the people of Kosovo can be one of
the most rewarding of their careers. For some, service
members from various countries have served in
Kosovo as LMT members multiple times.
“LMT’s have the best job in all of Kosovo,” HUBBS
exclaimed. “We are the first thing that everybody
sees. We’re the most utilized asset that will drive the
most kilometers and spend the most hours outside
the base. It’s really a great, fun mission.”
Warren W. WRIGHT Jr.
OR-7 USA
138th Public Affairs Detachment
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U.S. Army LMT attributes compassion and
communication to mission success

U.S. Army LMT K 20

that relationship with all the schools,” she said. “We
drop off KFOR magazines, and we try to engage with
the youth by passing them out, and looking through
the articles with them.”
DRERUP explained that communication barriers
haven’t been a factor while engaging with the local
population due to utilizing a highly-skilled interpreter,
as well as relying on their basic knowledge of Serbian
and Albanian languages. “We’ve practiced some
digital language courses to learn the basics in both
Albanian and Serbian.” she said.
DRERUP explained that her favorite part of being an
LMT member is her ability to experience the culture
in Kosovo. “We have the best mission here as part of
KFOR because we really get to be involved with the
community,” she said. “We really get to experience the
culture and the community.”
She expressed that she enjoys meeting and working
alongside community members to fulfill local
projects. “We’re out with individuals every day and it’s
a lot of fun. We’ve met so many wonderful people,”
she said. “Whether it be helping pick up trash and
plant trees for Earth Day or playing basketball or
soccer with youth in schools.
DRERUP shared that her recent interaction with a
young local woman solidified the feeling that her
team is making a difference while in Kosovo. “I had
a conversation with a female in school the other day,
and she said she wanted to be a police officer, but
she doesn’t see a lot of female police officers and
was something that she didn’t know if she should be
doing,” DRERUP explained. “I had the conversation
that you should do whatever your dream is that you
want to do.”
DRERUP went on to explain the qualities and skills
of good LMT members include compassion and
communication. “Someone that genuinely cares
about doing good in the world and who can have
a real conversation with someone,” Those small
engagements I really do think make a difference,” she
added. “I think everybody on my team is having those
engagements, and that’s really important.”

Photo by OF-2 Andrew DIEHL USA

T

he U.S. Army Liaison Monitoring Team K20,
based out of Camp Bondsteel, Kosovo, relies
on interpersonal skills for mission success while
operating in the Viti/Vitina and Klokot/Kllokot
municipalities. K20’s mission is to be a resource for
both the local population and KFOR by engaging
within the municipality’s community.
“We’re here really to feel the pulse, engaging with
them, hearing their issues and concerns, and
reporting those higher so that leadership within
KFOR have a sense of what’s really going on ground
level within each of the municipalities in Kosovo.” said
OF-2 Sarah DRERUP.
DRERUP said that K20 aims to support the
municipalities in various ways. “Whether that be just
with our time, engaging with youth in schools, or
trying to connect different individuals or organizations
within the municipality with other NGOs, by trying to
build those connections and relationships,” she said.
Their recent engagements include fostering
relationships with local schools and spending time
with youth. For example, DRERUP and her team
recently participated in a basketball game with the
youth of the Viti/Vitina municipality. “We fielded a
basketball team who played against their local high
school team, which was a lot of fun.”
They also recently painted school benches at school
in one of the villages. “We’ve just been trying to foster

Marla ODGEN
OR-5 USA
138th Public Affairs Detachment
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FROM THE FIELD

Slovenian LMT embraces Serbo-Croatian
heritage to connect with population

Kosovo Force Regional Command-East Liaison Movement Team K11 members stand in front of their LMT vehicles
and flagpole at Camp Novo Selo, Kosovo, May 17, 2022. (Photo by Warren W. WRIGHT Jr. OR-7 USA 138th Public
Affairs Detachment)
ased out of Camp Novo Selo, Kosovo, Liaison & they face.”
Monitoring Team K11 is managed by the Slovenian Recent engagements undertaken by K11 include
Armed Forces contingent and shares the mission Civil-Military Co-Operation (CIMIC) projects within
of maintaining a safe and secure environment and the municipalities, such as establishing an animal
freedom of movement for all in Kosovo. Unlike shelter for dogs in Gracanica and equipping the
other KFOR LMTs, which typically operate solely in Kosovo Fire Brigade with special equipment for
one municipality, K11 operates in two, Gračanica/ car accidents. “Every day we are in touch with city
Gracanicë and Fushë Kosova/Kosovo Polje, located in authorities and the local people to communicate
Kosovo’s central region within the district of Pristina. with them and determine if there are any problems
K11 has nine team members and supported by a that exist,” said Prezelj. “They know what issues exist
translator who speaks Albanian. The three-person within their communities and we listen to them and
Alpha and Bravo teams of K11 operate in Gračanica/ then highlight those areas in our reports to see if we
Gracanicë, while Charlie team operates in Fushë can help.”
Kosova/Kosovo Polje.
K11’s most recent initiative involved building
The objective in Kosovo is to assist, but to remain relationships with local mayors in order to better
impartial to all ethnic communities. K11 has a unique assess the needs of smaller communities. Sgt. Maj.
advantage in that they share Serbo-Croatian history Bojan HOCEVAR, Bravo team leader, explained that
and cultural similarities with Kosovo’s ethnic Serbian it’s important to identify the problems within the
and Albanian populations. “We are much better municipalities in order to improve the quality of life
connected to the population because we share the for all. “We are the sensors on the ground, listening
same history,” It’s very rewarding to be able to know and sensing where the problems are so that the
them and to help within their communities,” said people can live as harmoniously as possible,”
MSgt. Damijan FINC, K11 Charlie Team Leader.
PREZELJ explained that it’s a whole team effort to
OF-2 Jure PREZELJ, is the K11 Commander and be successful and create such relationships. “We are
Alpha Team Leader. “We are the eyes and ears on the happy to have the support of our commander, OF-4
ground for higher commanders and authorities, It’s Fedja VRANIČAR, who has helped to open some doors
really important that we develop an interpersonal that were previously closed, so that we can continue
relationship and make contact with the people so to do good work,”
that we can be of assistance. We know the history,
we know the people, we know the language, and it
Marla ODGEN
makes it easier to have the trust of the local people.
OR-5 USA
We’re there every day in our municipalities. We know
138th Public Affairs Detachment
the people who live there and know what problems

B
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The Eyes and Ears of KFOR:
Greek LMT commanders discuss their
role and impact on Kosovo mission
in the Shala Valley. “Greek LMT work closely with all
ethnicities, in regions with both Kosovo Serbians and
Kosovo Albanians. This is very good for us because
we’re here to assist and aid to both communities. We
have built up a great respect with everyone in both
municipalities.” KOUTSONAKIS said.
Currently, both LMTs have differing priorities for their
current projects and engagements. However, their
goals are the same; to continue the progress made
in the development of the region and the continued
safety and stability of the people. “The development
and the progress of the region depends on the LMTs’
work,” Lamprinos said. “One way or another, we help
them, KFOR contributes to the development and a
better future through Civil and Military Cooperation
projects.”
CAMP NOVO SELO, Kosovo – Greek Army Soldiers from
Regional Command East, Kosovo Force’s Liaison Monitoring Teams K01 and K05, stand next to the Greek flagpole at Camp Novo Selo, Kosovo, May 17, 2022.

For the K01 LMT, LAMPRINOS said his team’s mission
focuses on the residents of Shala Valley as well as
some of the businesses in the area. “We very often
have meetings with village representatives and there
are three very important companies in my area of
responsibility,” LAMPRINOS explained. This includes
“two companies which produce energy using water
he Kosovo Force Liaison Monitoring Teams are
and wind, which is very important for the region.”
said to be the eyes and ears of KFOR senior
Koutsonakis explained currently his team’s mission
leaders, providing a link to the communities in
is more focused on schools in the northern village of
Kosovo with the international partners taking part
Banjska. “It is a school that has a lot of underprivileged
in peace stability operations in the region. Greek
families,” he said. “With the CIMIC department of
Army OF-2 Ioannis KOUTSONAKIS and OF-1 Dimitrios
KFOR, we are planning to implement additional
LAMPRINOS, the Team Leaders of LMTs K05 and K01,
projects there in order for the kids to be technically
respectively, recently discussed their teams’ role and
educated faster.”
impact in Kosovo. During a sit-down interview with
Before concluding, both LMT Team Leaders expressed
RC-East Public Affairs, KOUTSONAKIS and LAMPRINOS
their admiration and appreciation for the soldiers
discussed the Greek teams’ composition, areas of
serving on their teams. “I have a small but fully capable
operations, recent engagements, and priorities.
and flexible team,” LAMPRINOS said. “All of them are
When asked about his team’s composition,
awesome. I’m very lucky to be on the K01 team.”
KOUTSONAKIS said, “We have personnel from all
branches of our military. Some come from combat
branches, such as armor or infantry, we have some
Soldiers from paramedical teams, from logistics,
Story and photo by:
from all branches who fill these LMT positions.” K05
Warren W. WRIGHT Jr.
LMT primarily operates in the Zvecan municipality
OR-7 USA
in Northern Kosovo, and K01 conducts operations
138th Public Affairs Detachment

T
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FROM THE FIELD

Hungarian Liaison and
Monitoring Team K16

T

he Liaison and Monitoring Team (LMT) K16 are
based in north-eastern Kosovo in Podujevo
District, under the command of the Regional
Command East (RC-E). OF-1 NEMES, Mark is the Team
leader of LMT K16, and the team has 9 members
including one female. Having a mixed team of men
and women as a part of the Liaison and Monitoring
Teams supports the achievement of the mission as
over 48% of the population of Kosovo are female.
The Hungarian LMT are the eyes and ears of KFOR
in the Municipality of Podujevo. One of the basic
tasks of the Hungarian Liaison and Monitoring
Team is to assess the political, religious and security
environment in its own area of responsibility. Based
on a “liaison-matrix”, the LMT is primarily in contact
with the Deputy Mayor, the Police Chief, the Head of
the Islamic Council of the District, the Liaison Officer
of the Kosovo Security Forces (KSF) and many other
directories. During the meetings, comprehensive
political, security, economic, social, educational,
infrastructural and information technology topics
are discussed in the district. The current 26th rotation
of the Hungarian Defence Forces KFOR Contingent
(KFOR-26 HUNCON) was deployed to Kosovo in the
beginning of March and will continue its outstanding
work until late September. Our aim is to continue the
outstanding work done by previous Hungarian LMTs
and to ensure that the next Hungarian Contingent
enjoy the same excellent bond and relationship
with local community and leaders that we have. The
establishment of the KFOR Liaison Monitoring Team

as an operational capability was directly necessitated
by the ethnic unrest that broke out in March of 2004.
In the course of this, hundreds of buildings, as well
as churches, mosques and monasteries, which are
sometimes world heritage sites, were destroyed
by the flames. Liaison and monitoring activities are
extremely important in order to maintain stability
in the Western Balkans region, where domestic
and foreign policy, ethnic and social tensions are
constantly influencing public sentiment and Kosovo’s
security situation. The Hungarian LMT works had to
establish trust and develop excellent relationships
with key leaders and local residents in order to
gain insight behind the scenes, thereby promoting
an atmosphere of cooperation and ensuring the
effectiveness of the early warning system. It is
important to have detailed situational knowledge,
as all accurate information supports the decision
making processes. Daily contact with the leaders
and representatives of law enforcement agencies,
educational and health institutions, political parties
and the local religion are among the most important
activities in the KFOR peacekeeping mission. The
work of the LMT greatly contributes to the creation
of a safe and secure environment (SASE), freedom of
movement (FOM) and the successful implementation
KFORs mandate.
Mark NEMES
OF-1 HUN
Team Leader K16
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KFOR’s Eyes in LIPLJAN - K12
Turkish LMT

One of the most important tasks that makes K12 unique is that the Pristina Adem Jashari International Airport is
within its area of responsibility (AOR).
he Turkish Liaison and Monitoring Team K12 is The LMT’s daily routine includes carrying out
responsible for the municipality of Lipljan which Independant patrols and Soldier level engagements
is located on intersection of the main routes from however the team always ready to carry out any
Pristina, Prizren and Skopje. The name Lipljan is additional tasks that we may receive. For instance
derived from the Roman era settlement of Ulpiana when the Serbian elections were held in April 2022,
which was located near modern day Lipljan and the Turkish LMT assisted the Hungarian LMT in
named after the Roman Emperor Marcus Ulpius. Podujevo, monitoring and reporting on the situatiuon
The Municipality of Lipljan consists of 64 villages along the Administrative Boundary Line. We realise
spread across an area of 422 km2 with a population that we have an important role as the face of KFOR in
of almost 58,000 people. Today the situation is calm Lipljan and are fully committed to maintaining a safe
and stable across the region. Being the eyes and ears and secure environment and freedom of movement
of KFOR in the region the Turkish LMT’s conducts for all.
their monitoring tasks within the social, cultural, The Turkish LMT have fostered close bonds with local
ethnic and historical spheres. Within Lipljan there communities in Lipljan through close cooperation
are several multi-ethnic villages where residents with Lipljan Municipality, OSCE, Red Cross and the
live peacefully together. The Turkish LMT have eight Turkish Contingent CIMIC Team. Ongoing activities
dedicated team members who have established a include donations of medical equipment and
friendly atmosphere and good relationships with building repairs to the Family Medicine center in
local communities by directly embracing citizens Lipljan as well as supporting low income families with
irrespective of their etnicity and religion. The Turkish food packages. These projects strengthen the ties
LMT have a wide range and variety of tasks which ridges between local citizens of the Municipality of
include maintaining a safe and secure environment Lipljan and KFOR. “Regardless of what our task is we
and freedom of movement for all, engaging regularly are ready to conduct it with a deep sense of duty and
with key leaders in the municipality, linking-up with responsibility” said OF-3 AYDEMIR K12 Team leader.
other patrols in AOR, monitor the status of COVID-19,
Harun AYDEMİR
delivering the K4U magazine in schools, monitoring
OF-3 TUR
general living conditions including social issues.
Team Leader K12

T
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FROM THE FIELD

K12 & K13 Italy‘s
Liaison & Monitoring Teams

T

he Italian Liaison and Monitoring Team K13
and K14 are both stationed in Camp “Villaggio
Italia”, the Area of Responsibility (AoR) includes the
municipalities of Pec/Peja K13 and Decan/Decani
K14. Each teams is of 9 members coming from
different Italian Army units: “A CAVALLO” Regiment,
“28° Pavia” and the Multinational CIMIC Group. The
LMT’s have also embedded in them two civilian
interpreters. Pec/Peja being the most important town
of Kosovo’s western region, is situated at the foothills
of the “Accursed Mountains” rising above the Rugova
Valley, divided in 30 districts comprising a total of
78 villages and with an extension of approximately
1,365km² and a number of registered inhabitants of
approximately 96,450 in Pec/Peja.
We are fortunate to have a wide range of ethnic
communities in our municipality including Kosovan
Albanian, Kosovan Serbian, Kosovan Bosnian, Ashkali
and Egyptian, this is very important since we aim to
actively engage with both men and women from
all of the different communities. A wide range of
engagements are an essential element for having a
complete picture of the situation in AoR, and as LMT’S
it is crucial we remain impartial. We are especially
careful not to treat the population as one entity with
regards to the gender and therefore we always ensure
that we have a female soldier in our LMT’s. Each day,
the members of the LMT operate in their AoR and
liaise with the organizations actively involved in the
municipality and conduct pulse patrols, road check
patrols, provide information to local media outlets,
distribute the KFOR 4You magazine to schools in
the region and liaising with the CIMIC teams for the
projects that are planned or are being developed for
the region.

As a LMT we must always take consideration of
any event which could potentially hamper or
have a negative impact on the SASE and FOM.
Some of the social areas that the LMT focus on and
monitor include gender, unemployment, transport,
Healthcare and education. Some of the issues that we
have discussed recently with the local communities
regard the people leaving the municipality to
emigrate abroad because of low salaries or lack of
employment in the region and also the increase in
the cost of electricity prices, for this reason as LMT
we conduct daily level engagements with local
leaders and company directors. An important part
of our work is also to facilitate meetings between
the KFOR RC-W Commander OF-5 Marco JAVARONE,
and other important representatives such as religious
leaders and mayors in Western Kosovo. In fact two
such meeting recently took place in March at camp
“Villaggio Italia”HQ of RC-W in Pec/Peja. The KFOR RC-W
Commanders intent for holding these roundtables
meetings, with all the important stakeholders of the
region, is to improve the relationships among the
different communities and institutions. One of the
objectives of our work as LMTs is to enhance KFOR
acceptance and image among the local population
and continue to develop excellent relations between
KFOR and the communities in in Pec/Peja and Decan/
Decani.
Patrizio TUBELLI
OR-9 ITA
Team Leader K-13
Giovanni QUARTIERI
OR-9 ITA
Team Leader K-14
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K24 Swiss Liaison & Monitoring
Team - A focus on Gender

T

he SWISS LMT K24 is located in the municipality
of Mališevo/Malishevë. The Swiss Armed Forces
provide four Liaison and Monitoring Teams in KFOR,
as well as a Sub-Team in the Italian-led LMT Glogovac/
Obilic, and have 11 female members in their LMTs.
Having these mixed teams is of a huge benefit,
helping the LMTs to engage with sectors of society
that may otherwise be difficult to approach. LMT K24
Observer, OF-2 Toja RAUCH says “gender is more than
just topics about women. Gender topics includes
men and gender stereotypes that are systematically
rooted in society. Gender topics also includes children
and minorities that are often overlooked by society”.
Team Leader of K24 Mališevo/Malishevë, OF-2 Karine
WILHELM has served in eight missions for the Swiss
Armed Forces, five of which have been in Kosovo. She
sees gender issues as one of the most challenging
topics in her AOR. “The Biggest challenge for our
area of responsibility here in Malishevë is moving the
mentality away from old patriarchal ideas. We see more
women in cafes than we had a few years ago and this
gives me a lot of personal joy. Hopefully this mentality
keeps growing and spreading to the all areas”, Wilhelm
says. She recognizes the benefits of having women
as a part of the KFOR LMTs, “the women that we speak
to are more open with us when there are just women
LMTs speaking to them. I think that the trust basis is
established more quickly between us”, she says.
WILHELM and her two female K24 LMT observers
along with a female interpreter recently attended a
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meeting at a woman’s shelter. “When the KFOR cars
arrived, the children started chanting “Kfori! Kfori!”.
After the war, KFOR brought a sense of safety and
security. The women here feel safe when KFOR is
here”, explains the director of the woman’s shelter.
During the meeting, several women staying at the
shelter shared their stories with the K24 LMTs. The
stories of the women of the shelter flowed freely and
unrestrained. Many stories about domestic violence,
complicated cultural family dynamics, legal and
institutional challenges, and stories about mothers
separated from their children. These are emotional
stories that a woman can more easily empathize
with. As the team take their leave, the director of the
shelter hugs WILHELM and thanks her for bringing
a team of women, “it makes the women in the house
feel safer to tell their stories”, says the director of the
woman’s shelter.
WILHELM has a simple word of advice for her team,
majority of which are in Kosovo on their first mission,
“The magic word is flexibility. You have to learn how to
move with the rhythm of the region”, says WILHELM.

Alexandra M.V. ANDRIST
OR-6 CHE
Deputy PIO
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FROM THE FIELD

K25 the Austrian Liaison and
Monitoring Team

K

25 the Austrian Liaison and Monitoring Team live
and work in the Municipality of Orahovac/Rahovec.
K25 currently comprises of 4 NCO’s supported by 3
interpreters. The Municipality of Orahovac/Rahovec
covers an area of approximately 278 km². It comprises
of 35 villages and has approximately 55,000
inhabitants. The region is a rather rural area, located
around Mount Zatric/Zatriq. Almost all villages in the
region are surrounded by small private vineyards. The
main economic drivers in the region are the grain mill
SILOSI in the village of Zrze/Xerze and the country’s
largest wine producer Stonecastle located in Bela
Crkva/Fortese. Stonecastle is the largest employer in
the region employing local workers and also buying
the majority of the grapes from small vineyards in the
area. With no direct connection to the highway life
moves rather slowly and the local people very open
and friendly. Our work involves monitoring events
and the atmosphere inside local communities and to
be awaren of the issues and problems that are facing
the local communities. Each day, the members of the
LMT work in their assigned area of responsibility and
liaise with the organizations, businesses and schools
in the municipality. Part of our daily routine includes
monitoring events in our areas, conducting pulse
patrols, road check patrols, providing information
to local media outlets, distributing the KFOR 4You

magazine to schools in the region and liaising with
the CIMIC teams for projects in the region. Through
our daily interactions and engegements with
local key leaders as well as regular people in the
communities we have built up trust over time and
can feel the pulse of the local communities. The locals
in the community know us as the face of KFOR in the
region and they also know that they can come to us
for assistance and to share their concerns. We have
developed excellent relations through conducting
soldier level engagements and meeting with local
mayors, school principals, and religious leaders. This
is essesntially how we fulfill our duty as the eyes and
ears of KFOR. As well as these activities we also work
closely with CIMIC teams to coordinate and support
their activities and projects in the Muncipality. We can
provide them with information from the communities
on where to best focus their CIMIC activities and
projects. Our work is very rewarding and we are happy
to contribute to the mission of maintaining a safe and
secure environment and freedom of movement for
all.
Gerhard KOPF
OR-9 AUT
Team Leader K25
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POLISH LMT K22

T

he Polish Liaison and Monitoring Team are part
of the Polish Military Contingent who complete
a 6 month tour of duty in KOSOVO. The members of
the POL LMT are selected from the Military Training
Centre for Foreign Operations. K22 consists of 12
soldiers who are part of three sections. Each section
consists of a commander, officer, non-commissioned
officer and driver. The commander of the first section
is also the commander of the POL LMT. Our Field
House is situated in Brezovica/Brezovice in Strpce/
Shterpc municipality. Each section is responsible for
a different area within the municipality,
Section
1 - Strpce/Shterpc Section 2 - Kacanik/Kacanik and
Section 3 - Elez Han/Hani I Elezit.
As the eyes and ears of KFOR in Strpce/Shterpce the
Polish LMT focuses on
- Monitoring the situation with particular emphasis
on any potential tensions between communities.
- Monitoring the gates at Elez Han/Hani I Elezit and
Globocice/Globocica along the Administration
Boundary Line.
- The implementation of aid programs for the local
population together with CIMIC units, such as
for example the program of retrofitting medical
equipment in the Medical Centre at Drajkovce /
Drekoc which was funded by the Polish Military
Contingent.
- Carrying out routine tasks that contribute to
maintaining a safe and secure environment and
freedom of movement.
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Other important elements of our activity is
maintaining good relations with the local population
in our area of responsibility. We achieve this through
organising and conducting meetings with important
people in the municipalities. Thanks to maintaining
good relations with the local community leaders, we
have a wide insight into the prevailing situation and we
are able to quickly detect potential issues. Meetings
are held with decision-makers in the municipality,
such as the deputy mayor and also with people who
are not formally in administrative positions but who
have a great influence on the local community, such
as a religious leaders. We attach great importance to
the community seeing us as professionals and being
aware of our presence and the tasks that we perform.
All of this influences the perception of KFOR by the
local community. So far, our activities have allowed
us to establish a very positive image of KFOR in the
municipalities. Recently, the main emphasis in the
activities of LMT K22 is on the quick recognition and
identification of the build-up of potential tensions
in the Strpce/Shterpce Municipality. Through our
continued presence and excellent relations that we
have developed with the local community in Strpce/
Shterpc we contribute make a real contribution to
maintaining a safe and secure environment and
freedom of movement for everyone.
Jarosław KRAWIEC
OF-2 POL
K22 Team Leader

FROM THE FIELD

KFOR INAUGRAL MED

O

n 20 May 2022, the first KFOR Medical Conference
was held. The inaugural conference was a
gathering of all medical contingences present in
KFOR as well as leadership from Naples. A wide
range of medical topics were addressed based on the
training, care, and clinical needs of KFOR’s medical
providers over the last 6 months. The conference also
strategized a way ahead for medical support concerns
such as manpower, equipment, training, MEDEVAC,
and the COVID-19 pandemic.
KFOR Chief of Staff, Brigadier General John MAIER
open the conference. In his speech he mentioned:
“The importance of the KFOR medical community in
maintaining the health of KFOR and therefor SASE and
FoM throughout Kosovo. The medical community is
the primary weapon in preventing and treating injury
and disease. Healthy soldiers are needed in this tough
operational environment. It is most noteworthy that
throughout the entire COVID-19 Pandemic, KFOR
never lost operational capacity and never reduced
its mission load, thanks to our Medical Providers.
He thanked the KFOR Med Team for all it has done.
General Maier also impressed upon the attendees the
need for the full suite of trauma response capabilities,
from the properly trained first responding Soldier
all the way though Role 3. “Duty with KFOR can be
hazardous with auto accidents, military operations
and the need to respond at any time. Our medical
community must remain vigilant in preparing for any
contingency. We owe it to our KFOR teammates to get

them home safely and soundly”. Lastly, he thanked us
for our service and professionalism, while asking us
to continue to drive on!
During last six months, KFOR worked to build an
enduring partnership with the Kosovo Health
Authorities. The Kosovo Ministry of Health visited
KFOR on 24 February 2022 to discuss shared efforts
and activities. One of the primary outcomes was
KFOR support of the Kosovo Blood Donation and
Transfusion Center; twice KFOR has hosted voluntary
humanitarian blood drives where personnel donated
380 units. This effort was covered by local media and
distributed through both televised and printed news
channels. Additionally, KFOR supports the Kosovo
Telemedicine Education Center in Pristina by acting
as a liaison with the Telemedicine Center in Landstuhl
Regional Medical Center, Germany.
One of the main challenges for KFOR has been the
COVID-19 pandemic which continues to affect
Kosovo, the Balkan region, and KFOR camps. However,
the presence of this disease in the KFOR mission is
expected to have minimal impact on operations for
the foreseeable future. After a particularly severe
situation in beginning in December 21 and a threefold surge in February 2022, the COVID-19 situation
has radically improved for KFOR and Kosovo, as a
whole. Many of the preventive measure put in place
to mitigate the spread of the disease are even being
scaled back after successfully managing the impact on
essential staff, health care workers, and unvaccinated
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DICAL CONFERENCE

or immunocompromised populations. Presently, only
a handful of cases are seen each month across KFOR
personnel.
The conference concluded with closing remarks
from KFOR Force Commander Major General Ferenc
KAJARI along with a picture with all medical staff
personal present. In his closing remarks KFOR Force
Commander underlined that the main task of KFOR
is to maintain the safe and secure environment and
to provide the freedom of movement throughout
Kosovo. As in every operation, to accomplish these
tasks the readiness of the troops, the operational
capability of the Force needs to be maintained, that
is why he considers the medical field exceptionally
important to accomplish KFOR’s mission. Until now
the medical personnel of KFOR has been successful
in its tasks. The pandemic has given the entire world
a challenge that needs the united strength and the
cooperation of our Alliance, as well as the partner
nations. In the Force Commander’s view, the fact that
17

we are once again able to conduct our lives in the
way it was before proves that the soldiers’ reliability
is steadfast, and their resolve is unquestionable.
KFOR personnel proved repeatedly their readiness
to support the people of Kosovo beyond the call
of duty. Projects, such as the Blood Donation are
not just bringing our troops together, but they also
demonstrate our troops’ readiness to provide support
when needed. The Force Commander thanked the
responsible people for the organization, and hoped
that this initiative will continue down the line in the
future.
Once the Medical Conference concluded, JMED
prepared a summary address underscoring the need
for better cooperation and integration of medical
services within the KFOR
MrSci Dr. Damir MILINOVIC
OF-4 HRV
JMED Chief MEDAD KFOR

SNAPSHOTS

The first the “Rifleman Ridge“
international race took place
in the mountainous area of
Mitrovica. This new event
organized by the Polish
Military Contingent.

Photo by: OR-6 Jakub PALECZNY

KFOR Regional CommandWest, Papa Coy of the
Macedonian platoon
conducted a Medical
Evacuation exercise at Camp
“Villagio Italia”. This kind of
exercise is an important step
towards achieving the full
operational capability of the
unit.

Photo by RCW-PAO
Over 118 KFOR soldiers and civilian
personnel voluntarily donated blood
at Camp Film City to support the
National Blood Transfusion Center
and the people of Kosovo. Donating
blood is a voluntary, personal and
strong gesture of altruism that
demonstrate KFOR member’s
dedication to support the population
of Kosovo even beyond the call of
duty as it is stated with the word
“commitment “ present in the KFOR
motto. The initiative was supported
by the COM KFOR, Maj Gen Ferenc
Kajari who among those soldiers that
donated blood.
Photo by PAO
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The KFOR Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD) teams from
Moldovia and U.S. under the
supervision of Austrian EOD
Team conducted a conventional
munition disposal (CMD)
operation of obsolete Hungarian
ammunition near GOLES,
KOSOVO. This disposal operation
provided mission essential
training to KFOR EOD personnel.
Photo by: PAO

The KFOR Fire Crew, led by
their Fire Chief, performed a
training exercise response to an
unknown biohazard incident
with casualties in Camp Film
City. According to the scenario:
the timeliness and response was
measured and the crew carried
out all the correct drills for
scene assessment and casualty
assessment. The Fire crew then
executed the decontamination
of all personnel involved, the
removal of the biohazard
and secured the casualties in
order for them to have medical
attention.
Photo by PAO

“Of all the gifts that life has
to offer, a loving mother is
the greatest of them all.” OF-2
Caglayan AKPINAR TUR-Army
pictured with her daughter. The
NATO-led KFOR mission wish
you Happy Mother‘s Day for 08
MAY 2022.

Photo by PAO
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RETROSPECTIVE

Looking back,
I

n 2009 I was selected for overseas service in
KFOR with the Irish Defence Forces. This was
to be my second deployment overseas, having
served previously with the United Nations in
Liberia in 2005. Kosovo was of particular interest to
me having completed my dissertation on Kosovo
during my Masters programme in 2007 in Ireland.
Irish involvement in Kosovo began in 2002 when a
mainly transport led company assisted with road
movement and camp construction in the post
conflict fledgling state. We in the Irish Defence
Forces pride ourselves in social interaction and
building trust with the local population. The Irish
Camp in LIPJAN/LIPIJAN closed in 2010 and so too
the Irish involvement in the Liaison and Monitoring
Teams. Even though the size of the Irish contingent
has reduced over the last twelve years, the affection
held for Kosovo and its people has not.
From my Masters I had a very good academic
knowledge of the country, the history, the politics
and the different cultures within, but I was excited
to get out on the ground to experience those firsthand. My appointment in 2009 was as team leader
of the Liaison Monitoring Team (LMT) in the LIPJAN/
LIPIJAN area. Our duties involved engaging with
the local municipality, monitoring the political and
economic situation in the area and reporting our
findings to our HQ, which at the time was in Camp
Vile. There is a joke sometimes told in KOSOVO
/ KFOR that LMT stands for (LATTE MACHIATTO
TEAM) due to the copious amounts of coffee the
teams drink whilst meeting village leaders, mayors
and other local representatives. Whilst it is true
that many coffees are drank, this name doesn’t
reflect the importance of the work that LMT teams
do. I found that I was probably the most informed
person of local issues in our AO. For example if
there was a funeral taking place, I knew the family
and the background and the issues that may arise
when the procession drove through the particular
village or town. The national elections were held
during our deployment in 2009, which was a really
interesting but also a very busy time for our team.
Of key importance during this election was access
to polling stations and to ensure there was no
intimidation or protests at any of the stations.
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looking forward

The days were long, however they were very
enjoyable and I got a real sense that I was contributing
to the overall SASE being maintained by KFOR.
Another important part of our work as a LMT
included coordination with the CIMIC cell. We
received requests from various locations and had to
prioritize these requests and liaise with KFOR to assist
where possible. These requests could vary from an
EOD request to clear a graveyard for an upcoming
holy day to monitoring a religious ceremony with
a town. While these examples might seem like
small footprints, they had a far larger impact on
the perception and reputation of KFOR force with
the local populations and were really were a force
multiplier.
Thirteen years on I have returned to KFOR to a
different job and at a different rank, I a little less
hair but no less enthusiasm for my deployment to
KOSOVO. This time around I work in J4 Branch as the
Real Estate Staff Officer, a job completely different
to my previous post. The routine is quite different.
My current appointment in J4 deals with the real
estate that KFOR camps are situated on and land
ownership/lease agreements. Negotiations have

to be arranged based on ownership both current
and historic. My family situation also has changed
dramatically since 2009. I am now married to Sally
and have two boys, Adam (10) and Scott (8). Before
deploying I explained to them that the mission
wasn’t over and that I needed to go back and work
again in Kosovo. The world maps I show them in
their bedrooms now have Kosovo clearly marked on
them, something different to 2009. Like every other
member of the KFOR force who have left children
and family behind it is tough to do. We do however
as soldiers look ahead to the challenge and our duty.
I still see the LMT team cars driving around the AO
and look back fondly on my time as a Liaison and
Monitoring Team Leader. Kosovo has developed
into a very modern country and it’s very satisfying
to know that I contributed to this development in
2009/2010, however small that contribution was.
Not completely forgetting my roots I still have an
odd latte macchiato in Camp Film City for old time
sake!
Shane COURTNEY
OF-3 IRL
J4 Branch KFOR HQ
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TROUPS OF KFOR

Interview with Pte Lynn BRANDLI
What are some challenges and rewarding aspects
of working as a LMT?
One of the challenges that I foresee for my time here,
is not forgetting why we are here. For me this means
to keep in mind that there is a human account of
history. One of my most emotional experiences so far
was a spontaneous meeting with a German-Kosovar
woman. It was the first time she had returned to
Kosovo since she fled with her family 23 years ago.
She told me about how her village was destroyed.
It was a very personal and difficult account of the
conflict. I do not have the experience with that level
of trauma. To put that in to perspective, I remember
when we moved houses when I was 13; we would
drive by our old house from time to time and I would
become emotional because of the lovely memories
we had growing up in that house. I cannot imagine
the emotional toll of being forced to flee from your
home. As the situation has stabilized now, and Kosovo
has come so far, it is easy to forget history. Having
these contacts and connections with the people here
reminds us why we are here and why we are doing
the work we are doing.

Can you tell us a little bit about your background?
’ve always been very interested in current affairs. I
completed my Bachelor’s Degree in International
Relations in Geneva. I then completed my Master’s
Degree in International Law with a focus on
international humanitarian law. I heard about the
possibility to take part in this peace support mission
in Kosovo from a friend of mine who completed
a mission in Kosovo. During my studies, I felt as
though the view from the local community about
peace support operations, that take place on their
territory and are implicitly organized to help them,
was missing. The work we do here as a part of the
Liaison and Monitoring Team allows to have this
communication with the local population.

I

What is your plan for after mission?
For me my work here is also a trial run for a potential
United Nations mission. I am interested in how my
experiences as an LMT observer could be beneficial
for future United Nations missions. I feel like there
are many improvements that can be made in peace
support missions, and I would like to work towards
progressing the work that these missions undertake.
Describe your daily routine as an LMT?
The work we do connecting with the community as a
We usually start the day with a morning briefing where part of the LMTs is really valuable and can sometimes
we present the plans of the day and updates about be neglected in peace missions abroad. While I realize
meetings. Those that have meetings scheduled with I can’t save the world, I feel like the work we do, and
members of the community or with organizations the work I could do in the future, could create a
will leave to attend those meetings. Another team positive contribution – wherever it may be.
will go on patrol to connect with the community. At
the end of the day everyone writes their reports that
are then sent to the RC. The day is concluded with
a debrief where we reflect on the day, present the
news, and present a short outlook on the next day.
As we all live together in a field house, we spend a
Alexandra M.V. ANDRIST
lot of time together. At least once a week, we all cook
OR-6 CHE
and eat together at the end of the day. But given that
Deputy PIO
we work and live together, sometimes all you want is
SWISSCOY 46
some me time.
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CSM CORNER

Command Senior Enlisted Corps - A Key
Component of Success in KFOR

A

s we complete the first six months of our service in
KFOR, our work continues as additional challenges
and tasks await senior non-commissioned officers. In
line with mission rotation plans, many contributing
nations have recently completed their rotation and a
significant number of new staff have been added to
the CSEL staff. Of course there are positive aspects
to this, but there are also some challenges. Among
these I would refer to the training phase, as everyone
needs to know their peer staff serving in KFOR and
the work system. At the same time, I need to highlight
the positives as the Command Senior Enlisted
CORPS expands with new team members who have
fresh ideas and a range of experiences. Regardless of
national rank or background, my job as the KFOR CSM
is to integrate into the team as quickly and efficiently
as possible. The army of senior non-commissioned
officers of the 28 nations provide tremendous help
and support.
It could be said that during the KFOR XXVI period,
the role and importance of NCOs has increased. This
is primarily due to the selfless support of the current
KFOR leadership at all levels. At the same time, the
CSEL CORPS demonstrates its commitment and
credibility daily, especially in significant events.
Simultaneously, this results in the rapid and accurate
sharing of information as a national and subordinate
chain of command. Thus, the support and assistance
of the commander on all sides is also the key to
success.
We are all aware that the selfless, devoted, and
sacrificial work of senior non-commissioned officers
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and their team pave the path to success. Whether
it is an admin, logistics, EOD, medical, or combat/
executive task, the non-commissioned officers give
110% to their day-to-day activities. They are the
ones who turn the commanders’ ideas, visions, and
tasks into tangible outputs and ensure that daily goals
are successfully achieved. They ensure their raison
d’être and prove their worth both as an individual and
collectively as part of a team. This is especially true
for those performing patrol activities or Soldier Level
Engagement tasks and those serving in Liaison
and Monitoring Teams (LMT). Not only are they
are the eyes and ears of KFOR, but they are also
symbols of KFOR that the local population can count
on and build trust with. In addition to ensuring a safe
and secure environment, we provide humanitarian
assistance to those in need, repair roads, dispose of
unused artillery (UXO), or, where appropriate, donate
blood to save lives. These are the activities by which
the soldiers of KFOR earn the trust and recognition of
local the population.
I was fortunate to have the opportunity to go
out with one of the Slovenian LMT teams to visit
settlements in the north, where damaged roads are
a significant problem for the population. I was able
to talk to residents who look at KFOR soldiers with
satisfaction and respect. Local leaders can rely on the
soldiers serving in the LMTs to provide them with help
and support. It is also evidence that they carry out
their duties effectively, selflessly and impartially,
regardless of age, gender, religion, or nationality.
Successful day-to-day operations are the
foundation of KFOR’s success, and the NCO
CORPS are a key component of this success
The best expression of the day to day activities
and performance of our non-commissioned
officers is KFOR XXVI motto: DUTY, RELIABILITY,
COMMITMENT!
I want to take this opportunity to thank the CSELs of
the Nations, all their non-commissioned officers, and
crew members in KFOR for their dedicated work in
making KFOR a success. Simultaneously, they have
become the heroes of everyday life.
Tamás ZSIROS
OR-9 HUN
CSM

Photo of the Month

Members of CFC Guard
Greek Contingent
KFOR HQ
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Barna KONCSEK
OF-1 HUN
KFOR HQ PAO

